A bronze medalist at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games in the Men’s Singles SL3 Event Manoj is multiple Para badminton World Champion in his sport class.

Manoj has won more than 40 international medals in last 10 Years.

He has been playing Para badminton for many years, and he is also a coach. Many players took part in International & National events because of his guidance & help.

Manoj wants to connect with representatives of all countries for integrity & unity, to help friendship and integrity grow among players.

With the new BWF tournament structure, Manoj wants to make players aware of the tournament rules, tournament types and ranking point system.

The Covid-19 situation is disturbing the tournaments and many athletes are not aware and some are confused. Manoj wants to guide the athletes and make sure everyone gets information on time.

Organisers are working hard to conduct tournaments. Manoj wants to help them to convey messages, rules, protocols to the players & make sure everything is going smoothly.

He wishes to make good mediation between BWF & Athletes so the new policies will reach all the athletes.

Since Para badminton has become Paralympic Sport after years of waiting, Manoj hopes that the first batch of Paralympians should work for the development, promotion, female participation & competition level increase.